Quality of service in streaming of continuous media over the Internet is poor, which is partly duc t o variations in delays, bandwidth limitations, and packet losses. Although continuous media applications can toleratc some missing data, non-recoverable information loss degrades these applications' QoS. Conscquently, a numher of application arcas (e.g., those related to the entertainment industry) have backed away from streaming of their content over thc lnternet. Inability to control the resulting visual and auditory quality of the resulting strcamed presentation is an important reason for such a trend. We believe that this trend can be revcrsed. To this end, our. work focuses on providing highquality streaming through thc exploirarion of multiple paths existing in the nctwork. By high quality, w e mean with significant bandwidth requirements, of relatively long duration, and without information loss or hiccups in data delivery. In this article we present evidence that mulfipath streaming is a promising approach.
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WHAT'S OUR APPROACH?
Quality of service ( 0 0 s ) in streaming of continuous media (CM) over the Internet is still poor .and inconsistent. The degradation in quality of CM applications, involving delivery of video and audio, is partly due to variations in delays, bandwidth limitations, as well as losses experienced by packets sent through wide area networks. Although many such applications can continue to operate with some degree of missing data, non-recoverable information loss degradcs these applications' QoS. Consequently, a number of application arcas (e.g., those related t o t h e entertainment industry) have backcd away from streaming of their contcnt over the Internet.
Inability to control the resulting visual and auditory quality of ihe resulting streamed prescntation is an important reason for such a trend.
O n e approach t o providing QoS for CM applications over the Internet is to use the integrated services (IntServ) model f o r signaling (e.g., Rcsourcc Reservation Protocol, RSVP) and resource rcsewation in all routers along the streaming path. However, this approach suffers from scalability and deployment problems. In contrast, in our work we investigatc the potential benefits of providing QoS guarantees in CM delivery through the exploitation of multiple paths existing in the nctwork bctween a sender (or a set of senders) and a receiver. T h e basic idea is that CM data (e.g., video) destined for a particular receiver is fragmented into packet:;, and the different packets take altcrnate routes to thc receiver.
O n e advantage of this approach is that the. complexity of QoS provisioning can be pushed to the network edgc (an original design principle of the Internet), and hence improve the scalability and dcployment characteristics and at the same time provide a certain level of QoS guarantee:;. There arc many other advantages o f multipath (MP) streaming over the Internet; our focus i n this article is to expose such benefits (in the context described bclow).
There are a number of approaches to accomplishing MP data delivery, and we describe the specific a p p r o a c h considered in this article bclow. We first note that such paths d o not have to he completely disjoint: that is, it is sufficient for them to have disjoint points of congestion or bottlenecks. The existence of multiple paths with disjoint huttleriecks includes many potential benefits: we now describe several main ones.
Increased bandwidth: In dclivery of CM one can trade off the quality of the data with the amount of compression achieved; that is, one can reduce the amount of bandwidth needed 10 deliver the data at the cost of its quality. Sending data through multiple paths potcntially increases the amount of (aggregate) bandwidth availahle to thc application and hence increases the quality of delivered data, Moreover, additional bandwidth can also allow sending of a larger fraction of redundant information (c.g., in the form of erasurc codes), which in turn also increases the resulting quality of delivered data. Improved loss characteristics: Although a CM application can tolerate Some missing information, a large number of consccutivc paekct Iosscs not only contributes to significant degradation in CM quality, hut also diminishes ability to correct such losses through error correction techniques (e.g., erasure codes). Sending data through multiple paths can potentially reduce burst lengths and correlations between consecutive losses, and thus improve the quality of delivered data. We largely focus on this bcnefit in the rcmainder of the article.
Ability to adapt: CM applications are often long lasting (e.g., delivery of a movie might take on thc order of hours). Hence, it is reasonable to expect that nctwork conditions will change throughout the dclively of data to a CM application, Since not all paths, in general, would experience the samc traffic patterns and congestion, sending data through multiple paths potentially improves the ability to adapt to changes in network conditions in different parts of the network.
However, to rcap the benefits of MP strcaming one must first consider the following issues and solve the resulting rcsearch prohlcms.
Determining bottlenecks, joint points of congestion, and network characteristics in general: To gain the benefits of MP streaming described above, one must first determine the paths to he used in delivery of the data. Since it is rcasonable to charactcrize a path using its hottleneck link [I] , what we need to be able to do is determine whether one path shares a point of congestion with another path [Z, 31. In addition, it may be useful (for some approaches to MP streaming) to be ahlc to cstimate current capacities and loss characteristics of these bottlenccks.
Although this is not necessary in our approach, othEr approaches to MP streaming might require fairly accurate estimation of such network characteristics.
Effects of redundancy a n d e r r o r e r a s u r e schemes: Some amount o f lost data can be reconstructed in CM applications through the use of redundant information, such as forward error correction (FEC) [4] techniques. Hence, in constructing M P streaming techniques one should take into consideration t h e effect of redundant information on the final quality of the data and how the crasure codes interact with MP delivery.
Adaptation schemes under changes in network conditions: When network conditions change, one can improve the quality of CM by adapting how the data is streamcd on multiple paths (e.g., by redistributing the load, sending Icss data on congested paths and more on Icss congested ones).
Data placement: Proper placement of data on t h e servers is an issue in the context o f CM applications delivering prestored data, f o r instance, a video-on-demand application (in contrast to a videoconferencing application where data is produced live). Inappropriate data placement can adversely cffcct servers' performance. For instancc, this can occur due to load imbalance prohlcms arising from the fact that only specific parts of the data arc being delivered from a particular servcr as well as the fact that specific data required might change over the course of thc application as thc system adapts to congestion patterns in the nctwork. This in turn reduces the QoS experienced by the CM application (in this case due to sewer rather than network pcrformance). We note that these problems can be more severe when adaptation schcmes (as mentioned above) are used.
Data dispersion: Given that one cannot necessarily rely on thc network layer to provide MP routing, another consideration is how to accomplish dispersion of data over multiplc paths existing in the network bctween a sender and a receivcr of data. This may he a n especially important consideration for applications where data is generated live, for example, a videoconferencing application, where it may hc necessary to use a collection of relay hosts or proxies to "force" paths different from those provided by the network between a sender and a receiver. In contrast, this may he less of an issue for applications where data is prc-recordcd and can, for instancc, he dispersed t o a set of distributed servers in advante of actual data streaming.
Need for protocollnetwork support: Lastly, some mcchanisms for streaming application data over multiple paths might require support from lower layers, such as the network layer. Of course, in this case, ease of deployment is a n issuc. We note that this is not a considcration in our approach; that is, we require no support from the network.
Although all these issucs are of importance, in this articlc we narrow thc scope hy focusing on: ~Delively of prestorcd video, such as by videoon-demand applications (in contrast to delivery of live data as by vidcoconferencing applicdtions). .Application-/eve/ schemes (which are deployable today ovcr the current Internet) -that is, we assume the use of hest effort IPbased networks, where a specific path is used between any pair of hosts (sender and receiver) on the network, and this path is determined by a network-level routing algorithm; furthermore, our system does not require spccific knowledge of thc paths, only the ability to dctcrmine whether two paths share a point of congestion, for cxample, using 131.
*Accomplishment of multiple paths to t h e samc receiver by distributing sewver.7 across wide area networks and streaming d a t a from multiplc senders simultaneously. 'Streaming ovcr the network issues only (rather than, c.g., considering server-rclated problems such as the load halancing issues mentioned abovcj; that is, for the purposes o f this article we assume that the data is fully rcplicated at all scrvers and hence any sewer can deliver any fraction of the CM data.
An example of such a system is depicted in Fig. 1 , where any servcr can send any fraction of the CM data. More specifically, server i sends fraction a; of the data expccted by thc receiver, where 0 S ai S 1 and Z;ui = 1. In general, we assume that the setting and possible adaptation of these fractions, as the delivery of data progresses, is done by the receiver, based on its per- ceived quality of data and determination of joint points of congestion. (We elaborate on the rcmainder of the figure as well as on these issucs later.) Thus, the receiver assembles the data from multiple senders and plays it in the appropriate order.
In this article we present evidence that MP streaming is a promising approach to providing high-quality streaming ovcr the Internet. Although much research still remains on this topic, we believe that this evidence indicates that there is hope for being able to strcam CM over the Internet, with high quality and without huge Costs. Moreover, one can quickly deploy this type of service without requiring any modification to the core network infrastructure, which significsntly simplifies the deployment process.
We now give a brief survey of existing work on this topic, and specifically focus on those that either consider loss characteristics o r can he deployed over best effort networks (as these arc considerations in o u r work as well). Earlier efforts on dealing with losses through the use of multiple independent paths include dispersity routing [ 5 ] . The focus in this work was on reducing delay, as opposed to our work where we focus on streaming applications where the data transmission rate is determined by the application's needs rather than on delivering the data to its destination as fast as possible. Hence, in our case the data is sent through the network at a specific rate, which has an effect on loss characteristics, which we investigate here. Also, we do not consider retransmissions, partly because there is usually little opportunity to retransmit data in such real-time applications, and hence some amount of lossiness may have to he tolcrated. We note that in a complete system a hybrid approach (with retransmissions and F E C schemes) might be useful. However, this article is focused on exploring loss correlations, which have a more significant effect on error correcting schemes; we believe that adding retransmission to our evaluation process would obscure the characteristics illustrated in this article.
Another set of works on the topic considers higher-level mechanisms, but requires assistance from the lower layers andlor assumes significant knowledge of networktopology, andlor l i n k capacities and delays (on all links used for data delivery). Given such knowlcdge, algorithms arc proposed for selecting paths which can avoid congcsted routes, for example, in [6, 71. In contrast, our approach does not rely on specific knowlcdge of topologies, cdpacitics, delays, and so on, and only considers whether a sct of parlis do or do not share joint points of congcstion. :IS can he detectcd at thc end hosts.
Recent literature on this topic also includes works on voice-over-IP-type applications. For instance, 18, 91 proposes a scheme for real-time audio transmission using multiplc independent paths between a single sendcr and a single receiver, where multiple description coding (MDC) is used i n MP delivcry and a FEC approach is used in single-path delivery In contrast, we believe it is important to understand the effects of MP delivery on loss characteristics, even without the use of coding techniques -an advantage being (hat if can then bc made to work well with any codinR technique or media codecs.
We also note that live applications (e.g., voice over IP) have different characteristics than the pre-recorded applications considered here. For instance, one such differencc is the need to diijperse data in real time, whereas in our case, vie can distribute it to multiple senders ahead of time; this makes application-level implementzition simpler and possibly more efficient. Another difference might he the ability to address the potentially adverse effects of MP streaming on delay Characteristics (as mentioned above).
To the best of our knowledge, our work [IO] is the first to provide an analytic framework for illustrating the benefits of MP streanling c o npared to single path (SP) streaming, using merrics that describe both mean loss rates as well as correlations hetwecn losscs (morc details on the importance of these metrics are given below).
However, much research on this topic remains to bc done. This is evident by a number of recent papers on this topic. For instance, in [ l l ] the authors also consider delivery of pre-recorded video from multiple senders distributed across the network. However; this work focuses on a transport protocol as well a s on optimization algorithms for a ) rate distribution among the paths (i.e., how much data to send over each path) and b) packet distribution among the paths (i.e., which packet should he sent over which path), with the objective of minimizing the loss rate at the receiver. In 1121 FEC techniques are added to the work in [11] with the same goals in mind. In contrast, due to thc nature of the application, we believe it is also important to consider loss Characteristics even when the losses cannot be fully recovered becausc video can be displayed under some losses. Hence, our work considers performance metrics such as data loss rate, error burst length distribution, as well as lag-1 autocorrelation (all with and without the use of erasure codes) in our evaluation of potcntial bencfits of MP streaming. Another work [ 131 uses multiple description coding in addition to multiple paths, as opposed to using FEC, thereby tying the benefits o f the technique t o a particular coding: scheme. In contrast, we believe it is important to understand the benefits of MP streaming independent of the data recovely schemes used. The applicability of this study (at least t o future streaming applications and network conditions) is also somewhat limited in that a) it constrains the bursts on paths tu no more than 3, and b) only considers cases where the loss rates across multiple paths a r e fixed at 5 percent. In [14] the authors use relay nodes to provide multiple paths for delivery of streaming media (this is also suggestcd,as a possibility above). To ensurc diverse paths, their system requires a good dcal of detailed information about thc underlying network topology (e.g., router names and link propertics). I n contrast, the tcchniques described below do not require such information. Before proceeding with an exposition of benefits of MP streaming, we note that one should also consider the potential costs or detrimcntal effects of such an approach. For instance, MP strcaming might have an adverse effcct an the resulting delay characteristics observed at the receiver. As a result, it might require a large amount of receiver buffer spacc. Also, a simple implementation of MP streaming would require replicas of the CM data to bc distributcd to the servers (although mirroring servers is a common practice). As pointed out above, advances in data placcmcnt approaches are needed to reduce such costs. In addition, the overheads associated with sending data over multiple paths and then assembling it into a single stream at the receiver should also bc considered. Moreover, the overheads and complexity d u e to measurements needed to achieve better performance with MP streaming should also he considered. For instance, in our case we need to detect shared points of congestion. Other approaches to MP streaming might require even more detailed information about the network, which is likely to result in a need for more "intrusive" and complex measurements. Lastly, scalability of such measurement schemes is an issue as well. Although a quantitative evaluation of such costs is outside the scope of this article, we discuss some cost-related issues in the context of our implcmcntation.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
In this section we focus on the exposition of MP streaming benefits in the context of losses, using the following mctrics:
-Loss rate: the fraction of lost packets as seen by the receiver * Lag-1 autiknrrelation: the degree of dependencv of consecutive nacket losses as seen by the ;&er 9 Conditional burst length of lost oackets: the ~~~ I probability mass function of consecutively lost packets as seen by the receiver We choose to consider the above metrics, as opposed to simply considering loss rates (i.e., only the first metrics), because we believe the correlation among packet losses can significantly affect the resulting quality of t h e delivered media. Hence, we first describe a small experiment to illustrate that such correlations matter.
EXPERIMENT (EFFECT OF CORREIATED BURSTY LOSSES ON VIDEO QUALITY)
In this experiment we d r o p 2 percent of t h e frames from video V. These 2 percent losses are introduced in a variety of patterns (e.g., t h e dropped frames can be evenly spaced throughout video V or they can be more bursty). T h e details of which frames are dropped, given a particular drop pattern as identified hy the burst length, are given in the first two columns of Table 1 . Moreovcr, in evaluating the quality of the rcsulting vidco V, we use a common error concealment scheme to make up for a dropped frame. Specifically, a dropped frame is replaced by t h e previous framc that is successfully received. For example, frame i replaces frames i + 1, i + 2, .._, i + k if frame i is received successfully and framcs i + 1, ..., i + k arc lust.
For each possible frame loss pattern, we measure the quality of the received video by computing the corresponding peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). (Note that a larger value of PSNR implies higher-quality vidco.) In gencral, for a video of 1 frames where each frame consists of m x n pixels, cach containing an RGB value' with each of the three colors represented by 8 bits, t h e PSNR is calculated using t h e following expression (in dB): SNR,,k = 10 x log," Table I gives the PSNR values for the different burst patterns. We can ohserve that given the same amount of non-recovcrahle information loss (e.g., 2 percent in our experiment), the PSNR metric can he significantly lower for the more bursty loss patterns, and thus the quality of the video also. Thus, we believe that burst length distribution a n d correlations between losses are the right metrjcs for evaluating the goodness of a streaming approach as they directly reflect on the quality of received video.
We now present results of a quantitative evaluation of loss charactcristics of S P vs. M P strcaming using simulations and based on thc mctrics described above. In our simulations, as in [II, we use a two-state Markov chain, known as the Gilbert model, to model a path's loss characteristics. This is a commonly used model (in the networking literature) of losses in wide area networks such as thc Intcrnet. Specifically, the packet loss process along path i is describe'd by a two-state continuous time Markov chain {X(;j(t) where X(')(t) E 10, 1 ) . If a packet is transmitted at time t when the state of path i is X(')(I) = 0, the transmitted packet is received correctly by the receiver. On the othcr hand, the transmitted packet is considered lost ifX('j(t) = 1. The infinitesimal generator for thc Gilbert model characterizing path i is As in [I] we characterirc each path by its bottlcneck link. This model allows for dependence in consecutive packet losses and should he a more accurate representation o f the Inss process in the network than an independent loss model.
We assume an M P E G -1 video streaming application which generates packets at a rate of 120 packcts per second with each packet containing 1400 bytes. We consider at most three senders (SI, S?, S,) and one receiver C. Sendm Si uses path i to transmit its traction of the data, and these paths arc assumed to he indspendent. The loss process of path i is modeled by a Gilbert model. Unless stated otherwise, we use wo(i) = 20 and pi(;) = 70, f o r i = 1, 2, 3. T h e packet assignment is carried o u t in a round-robin manner: if we use all three sender:$, sender S, transmits data packets at a cate of 40 packetsls.
The experiments presented below are carried out with and without the use of erasure codec:;. We perform experiments without the use of erasure codes in o r d e r to gain insight into the behavior of M P streaming, independent of the techniques uscd to recover information missing due to packet losses. Since it is typical to include redundant information in a streaming application (for the purpose of reconstructing information missing due to packet losses), experiments are also carried o u t with the usc of F E C [4]. When FEC is added to a video strcam, we divide a video file into groups of data packets such t h a t each g r o u p consists o f k d a t a packcts.
Given cach group of k data packcts, we generate n > k packcts. Wc refer to these II packcti as an FEC group. The encoding schemc is such that if the number o f lost packets within an FEC group is less than o r equal to (n ~ k), we can reconstruct the original k data packets within that F E C group. When a packet cannot be reconstructed, we consider this nun-recoverabk infomiation loss.
EXPERIMENT (DATA LOSS RATE)
Here we study the data packet loss rate of the: SP and MP approaches using paths I and 2. The: path parameters are as described above except that we vary the po(Z) parameter from 5 to 50. Table 2 illustrates the data loss rate for the single-path(s) and dual-path approaches (in each case with and without the use of FEC, where the. parameters for the FEC schemc are II = 5 and k = 4). We can obseNc that in this expcriment: 'Without the use of FEC, the data packet loss rate of the dual path is approximatcly the mcan of thc data packet loss rates of paths 1 and 2 (as expected). 'With the use of FEC (in this case N = 5 and k = 4), thc achieved data packet loss ratc can be less t h a n the average o f the data packet loss rates of the two corresponding single paths. This may occur due tn the fact that error burst lcngths in dual-path strcam- ing tend to he shorter than in single-path streaming (as derived in [IO] ), so the chancc of recovery of lost data (using FEC) should also be higher. This expcriment also illustrates the potcntial advantages of M P streaming over "hest path" streaming, even when losses ( r a t h e r than increased bandwidth) arc the important consideration. That is, when multiple paths are available (but the nced for additional handwidth is not a n issue), another approach might bc t o stream the data over the "hest" available path (and as congestion conditions changc, k e e p switching the streaming of the data to the hest available path at the time). O u r experiment shows that MP streaming could provide better loss characteristics (e.g., when F E C is used) than the "hest" available path (refer to [lo] for further comparison to a hest-path type approach).
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EXPERIMENT (CONDITIONAL ERROR BURST LENGTH)
Here we compare thc conditional burst length distribution, conditioned on there being at least one error. Figure 2a illustrates the conditional probability mass functions of crror burst Icngth. We observe that the packet error burst length is indeed stochastically less than the error burst length of the single path streaming. This relationship also holds when we employ FEC.
EXPERIMENT (LAG-1 AUTOCORRELATION)
Here we study thc lag-I autocorrelation of packet losses for both SP and MP streaming. Figure   2b illustrates thc lag-I autocorrclation whcre KO(;) is varied (identically) for all thrce paths.
We makc the following obsemations:
'When we use M P strcaming without FEC, the lag-1 autocorrelation is nearly zero, while the lag-l autocorrelation of SP path streaming (with o r without FEC) can be highly correlated.
.The use of FEC may increase the lag-I autocorrelation (for both approaches). This may be explained as follows. T h c irrecoverable losses (after the error correction process) arc likely to end up "closer" in the rcsulting data stream than in the original data stream (one without the use of erasure codes); thus, the lag-1 autocorrelation in this new stream behaves similarly to lag-h autocorrclation of the original stream, wherc h > I . However, we still observe that the lag-I autocorrclation of MP streaming is significantly closer to zero than S P streaming, even with the use of FEC.
EXPERIMENT (FEC OVERHEAD)
Here we study the effect of using FEC for both SP and MP streaming. Two homogeneous paths a r c used for M P streaming. T h r e e scenarios whcre paths carry 0.5,5, and 10 percent loss rate are studied to find the minimum FEC ovcrhead (11 -k ) l k required to achieve a rcsulting QoS, which in this case wc define as a non-recoverable information loss rate of 2 0.1 pcrcent. We vary M,,(i) accordingly to emulate the above given path loss rates. For each scenario, different F E C group sizes are tested by varying k. 
CAN THIS BE DONE?
T o verify our analytical and simulation results under real-world conditions, we.designcd a n d built a multipath streaming system, currently being used for streaming video experiments between UMD, CUHK, and USC. Our prototype consists of a streaming module built on top of a P2P substrate. We chose to use a P2P network as the supporting architecture for our prototype b e c a u s e of t h e parallelism between simultaneous downloads in P2P systems and M P streaming. In a P2P network, a user can download parts of the same file from multiple peers, similar to what we do with MP streaming.
P2P ARCHITECTURE
The P2P network we built on is a Gnutella-style network in that searches are flooded to all t h e nodes within a certain number of hops of t h e node sending the search query. Unlike Gnutella, the responses to search queries are not routed back through the P2P network, but are instead sent directly to the searching node on a dedicated connection. This takes some load off the P2P network, but it sacrifices the anonymity of t h e nodes involved in t h e search. T h e searching node proceeds to collect responses to its query in much the same way a Kazaa client does. After the search process is over, the user has a list of matching files, each with its own list of nodes hosting the file. The user then proceeds to select t h e file heishe wants t o stream a n d t h e n o d e from which heishe wants to stream. T h e file is then streamed from multiple nodes to achieve MP streaming.
CONTROL CHANNEL
T h e streaming requests arc scnt dircctly to t h e senders over dedicated control channels. T h e receiver then proceeds to send control information to each sender. This information includes the file name, starting position, stream time, and synchronization information. Thc first three are basic, hut the fourth is a somewhat tricky part.
F o r each s e n d e r t o h e able t o send a uniquo packet, they must know what t h e o t h e r s a r e sending. O u r design has connections from tht: receiver t o t h e s e n d e r s b u t not a m o n g tht: senders themselves. The only way to ensure that the senders are in sync is to provide them with ii sending order or pattern and a sender identifier.
T h e rccciver would in this case send the same sending pattern to all senders, while sending each sender its unique identifier. The control channels to the senders are also responsible for changing the load on each path by changing the sending pattern. For instance, suppose the receiver wants to stream from three senders as in Fig. 1 . Then thc receiver assigns a sender ID to each sender and a starting point in the media file. T h c senders will then proceed to packetize the media file and match it to the sending pattern. However, thqy will only send packets when the ID in the sending pattern corresponds to the local sender's ID. T h i s is depicted in Fig. 1 w h e r e t h e receiver sends the pattern 0112012 to each sender along with their sender IDS. A f t e r packetizing t h e requested filc, the senders proceed to check if it is their responsibility to send a particular packer.
For example, Sender 0 will send the first packer, ignore thc second, third, and fourth packets, and send the fifth packet, ignoring the sixth and seventh, after which the cycle begins again. Sender 1 , on the other hand, will only send every sec: ond, third, and sixth packet of every group. Laslly, Sender 2 will send t h e fourth and seventh packets of every group. Note that t h e sending pattern effectively dictates the load distributions on each senderipath.
STREAMING MODULE
Given MP streaming parameters (i.e., media file, number of senders, sending pattern, and FEC parameters), the MP streaming module performs t h e basic streaming functions of reading data from the media source file, packetizing the data, encodingidecoding FEC-related information. transmitting packets, receiving them, and decoding t h e video. T h e streaming modules o n t h e senders are synchronized by the aforementioned technique.
For added flexibility, t h e streaming module provides raw packet information, including time of arrival and sequence numbers. When added to the sending pattern and sender IDS, this data provides insight into the characteristics of each path, for example, losses and their distributions, and thc total pcrformance of the system after merging the streams. These performance numhers can b e used to tune t h e sending pattern, and therefore load distribution on scndersipaths, for best performance. These measurements can also be used to determine shared points of congestion in order to select appropriate senders/ paths for M P streaming. In our prototype, w e a r e currently implementing both passive a n d active techniques for detecting shared points nf congestion, as proposed in [2, 31. These mezisurements are also useful for validating our analytical and simulation results with data collectcd over the Internet. They can also be used as input to trace-driven simulations, as they represent real-world conditions.
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IS IT WORTH THE TROUBLE?
In this article we focus on multipath streaming a s a n a p p r o a c h t o providing high-quality streaming over t h e Internet. 
